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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Genetic algorithm search methods are rooted in the 

mechanisms of evolution and  natural genetics. The interest 
in heuristic search algorithms with underpinnings in natural 
and physical processes began as early as the 1970s, when J. 
Holland[1] first proposed genetic algorithms. This interest was 
rekindled by De Jong [2] and D. Goldberg [3], they simulated 
annealing technique. 
Research that apply these fuzzy logic variable structure 

control that express special quality that solid to nonlinear 
system including uncertainty until recently much announce [6 
- 10]. 
Usually, dynamic characteristic of variable structure 

controlling system is divided by two modes, reaching mode 
and sliding mode, inhibit input which have arrival condition 
that do to absorb early state of system to predetermined sliding 
plane in reaching mode is imposed, and because system state 
is successive along sliding plane in sliding mode and for 
switching happens, system state is stable and robust 
equivalence control input is imposed to solid[11-13]. 
But, inhibit input for fast arrival of sliding plane is needed 

because stability and robustness are not guaranteed in reaching 
mode, and sliding mode has controversial point that chattering 
phenomenon of input by switching of high speed happens. 
For this problem,  reaching method was proposed by Gao 

[13] but chattering occurs in sliding mode of variable structure 
control that have reaching method for fast reaching of sliding 
plane exists still. There is research [14] that design 
fuzzy-reaching method  to solve problem in reply, as well as 
can remove chattering in sliding mode. 
But, if do so that fuzzy rules may be reflected properly to 

system in design of fuzzy controller, must control parameter 
that decide membership function of fuzzy variable that is used 
to fuzzy rule properly, previous specialist's experience and 
knowledge, or have shortcoming that must decide shape of 
membership function by trial and error. 
Lately,  though research that make stable control rule or 

control rule of most suitable using way of genetic algorithm 
and evolution operation etc. to solve this shortcoming is 
tried[15, 16], this is because control techniques of mixing style 
that rescue each advantage of several control methods of fuzzy 
control and genetic algorithm for problem solving is 
profitable. 

  Presented method that can follow suit parameter of fuzzy 
variable membership function using  genetic algorithm to 
solve these problem. And through simulation for 2 links robot 
manipulator, proved the validity. 

 
 

2. GENETIC ALGORITHM 
Genetic algorithm is general purpose optimization 

algorithm with a probabilistic component that provide a means 
to search pooly understood and irregular spaces. GA simulate 
some of the processes observed in natural evolution. Evolution 
is a process that operates on chromosomes rather than on 
living beings. Natural selection links chromosomes  with the 
performance of their decoded structure. The processes of 
natural selection cause those chromosomes that encode 
successful structures to re produce more often than those that 
do not. Recombination processes create different 
chromosomes in children by combining material from the 
chromosomes of children to be different from those of their 
parents.  

Typically, the GA starts with little or no knowledge of the 
correct solution depending entirely on responses from an 
interacting environment and its evolution operators to arrive at 
good solutions. By dealing with several independent points the 
GA samples the search space in parallel, and hence is less 
susceptible to getting trapped on suboptimal solutions. 
Therefore, GA have been shown to be capable of locating high 
performance areas in complex domains without experiencing 
problems with high dimensionality.  

As has been started, GA imitate natural evolution, and 
hence include operations such as 'reproduction', 'crossover', 
'mutation' and 'inversion'. A simple GA has four features: 
Population size, Reproduction, Crossover and Mutation.  

(i) Reproduction is a process in which a new generation of 
population is formed by randomly selecting strings from an 
existing population, according to their fitness. This process 
results in individuals with higher fitness values obtaining one 
or more copies in the next generation, while low fitness 
individuals may have none.  

(ii) Crossover is the most dominant operator in a GA, and is 
responsible for producing new trial solutions. Under this 
operation, two strings are selected to produce new offspring 
by exchanging portions of their structures. The offspring may 
then replace weaker individuals in the population.  
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(iii) Mutation is a local operator, which is applied with a 
very low probability of occurrence. Its function is to alter the 
value of a random position in a gene-string. When used in this 
way, together with reproduction and crossover operators, 
mutation acts as an insurance against total loss of any gene in 
a particular position throughout the population, using its 
ability to introduce a gene which may not, initially, have 
existed due to limited population size or was lost through 
application of the those operators.  
 

3. DESIGN OF FUZZY-REACHING LAW 
METHOD USING GENETIC ALGORITHM 

 
Variable structure control expresses special quality that for 

a case of parameter changing and disturbance existence VSC 
has robustness during states of system exist in sliding mode.  

Reaching law method has advantage that can decide 
dynamic characteristic of sliding mode function directly can 
reduce time that state of system reaches on sliding plane in 
these variable structure control design. 

That the following equation has the constant and 
proportional rate among reaching law method [13]. 

 
KssQs −−= )sgn(&                       (1) 

 
  Here Q, K display reaching law parameters. According to 

this reaching law parameter values, early state of system is 
been reach on sliding plane fast. This time, the states reach 
fast by exponential function if K value is big on sliding plane 
ultimately, and chattering problems occur by discontinuity 
control.  

One of method to solve these problem decides 
fuzzy-reaching law method, reaching law parameters is 
determined by fuzzy inference[14]. Fig. 1 shows the fuzzy 
inference variables.  

Fig.  1. Representation of orthogonal distance and range of 
RP in the phase plane. 

 
Here fuzzy input variables are distance with starting point 

and representation point r, and orthogonal distance with 
sliding plane rd, and fuzzy output variable Q, K are reaching 
law parameters. 

And composition of fuzzy relation uses maxmin operator, 
and defuzzifier uses center of area method, then we obtain the 
crisp value of Q, K. 

If do so that fuzzy rules may be reflected properly to system 
in design of fuzzy controller, control parameter that decide 
membership function of fuzzy variable that is used to fuzzy 
rule properly. Here exists shortcoming that must decide shape 
of membership function by trial and error or specialist's 
experience and knowledge. 

To solve these problems, decide parameter of membership 
function that can execute fuzzy rule properly using genetic 
algorithm. And suppose that predetermine fuzzy rules here.  
Fuzzy membership function in Fig. 2 use membership function 
of triangle, and design by thing of each other form about input 
and output. 
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 Fig. 2. Fuzzy membership functions of inputs and outputs. 

 
To tuning parameters of fuzzy sets using genetic algorithm, 

appoint two summits of triangle assign function and center 
value by one string. Fig. 2 shows that can display three types 
of fuzzy sets by two parameters, 

1nw , 
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And the fitness function is  
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Here � and � are a little constant, N is a data number to 

receive during achievement time, 
krd  is a distant of normal 

during k. And the distant of normal rd �is used to make a 
decision of fitness. 

Parameter alignment method of membership function to 
propose in this paper achieves reproduction, crossover and 
mutation after estimate fitness (3) about random solution sets 
which happen at early, and repeat until repeat count amounts 
to set point. At these repeat process, elitism that is improved 
method of genetic algorithm, fitness improved search 
performance using method to pass the one highest string just 
as it is by next generation without achieving crossover or 
mutation process. 

Basic schematic diagram that apply genetic algorithm to 
fuzzy - variable structure controller that have reaching law in 
Fig. 3 and genetic algorithm is achieved by off-line about 
parameter decision of fuzzy sets parameters in fuzzy rules. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3. Block diagram VSC with fuzzy-reaching law by using 

GA. 
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4. SIMULATION 

Controlled system is 2 links robot manipulator in Fig. 4[13], 
mathematical model is 

 
),,,(),()( tpqqfqqnqqM &&&& +=+ τ ������������������������(3) 

 
Here q, n, τ , f are 2 dimensions vectors, q is coordinate 

vector, M(q ) is inertia matrix, ),( qqn &  is sum of force of circle 

center, coriolis term and conjunction of gravity, τ is 
controlling torque, and ),,,( tpqqf &  is controlling torque 

perturbation and disturbance. 
If dynamic characteristic equation of 2 links robot in Eq. (3) 

expresses Lagrangian equationally, 
 

 

 
Fig.  4. Geometry of a two link robot manipulator. 
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here, 
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And values that use in simulation are 
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Define state variable of system as following 
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If differentiate both direction of Eq. (5) and readjust this 

),,()()( tpxduxBxax ++=&                         (6) 

here  
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and ),,()(),,( tpxfxBtpxd = which suppose that satisfy matching 

condition. Therefore, robustness in sliding mode is 
guaranteed. 

If display error vector defining reference value by dq , is as 

following. 
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And define two switching functions as following 
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here Λ decides so that switch function may be stable. If 
arrange differentiating both direction expressing Eq. (9) by 
vector, is as following. 
 

dqufnMees &&&& −−−−Λ= − )()( 1
1

�������������������������(10) 

Reaching law Eq. (10) substituting to Eq. (9), and control 
input u is, 

 
fnqesQKsMu d −+−Λ++−= })sgn({ 1 &&& ��������������(11) 

Here choose bold �``=``diag[�1 , `�2 ]``=``diag[3, 3], 
suppose vector f is bounded and satisfies reaching condition, 
and selected 50sin(4�t) as [3].  

Genetic algorithm parameters that use to alignment 
membership function shape of fuzzy variable are in table 1. 

 
Table 1. Parameters of genetic algorithm. 

Gene parameter GA 

number of solution group 16 

length of string 10bit 

probability of crossover 0.65 

probability of mutation 0.05 
number of generation 50 

 
And established fuzzy rules are in table2, 3 according to 

reaching coefficient Q, K . Select Q into very small value so 
that chattering may not occur because system state is origin 
point neighborhood to when normal distance with switching 
plane is small. 

 
Table 2. Fuzzy rules of Q.      Table 3. Fuzzy rules of K. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
In case RP of system state is near at origin point, if normal 

distance with switching plane is small, K are small value 
because state of system exists in sliding mode. 

As use parameters of table 1 and fuzzy rules of Table 2 and 
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Table 3, membership functions to inputs which are achieved 
from genetic algorithm are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. 

 

���  
(a)                        (b)      

Fig. 5. Membership functions of r1 and rd1. 
 

�  
(a)                        (b)      

Fig. 6. Membership functions of r2 and rd2. 
 

In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, one case exist in reaching mode that 
states of system are far away in sliding plane, deciding by 
wide extent from membership functions to select r and rd to 
reach in sliding mode fast. The other case, states of system 
exist near sliding plane, deciding membership functions of rd 
may be more small to reduce chattering. 

And membership functions of Q1, K1 and Q2, K2 of optimal 
values that is obtained by genetic algorithm are in Fig. 7 and 
Fig. 8. 

 

 
(a)                        (b)      

Fig. 7. GA designed membership functions of  Q1 and K1. 
 

�  
(a)                        (b)      

Fig. 8. GA designed membership functions of  Q2 and K2. 
 

And use fuzzy rules in Table 1 and Table 2, the relations of 
Q1, K1 which is obtained to fuzzy input r1 and rd1 in optimal 
solution that is selected by search of heredity algorithm and Q2, 
K2 which is obtained to fuzzy input r2 and rd2 are shown in Fig. 
10 and Fig. 11. 

 

 
 

(a) Q1 values           (b) K1 values 
Fig.  10. Q1 , K1 versus r1 and rd1. 

 

 
 

 
 

(a) Q2 values           (b) K2 values 
Fig.  11. Q2 , K2 versus r2 and rd2. 

 
To verify the proposed GA-fuzzy reaching law method, we 

run computer simulation about 2 links robot manipulator. And 
compare to the exiting saturation function[17], continuous 
approximation method using boundary layers and continuous 
approximation method using improved unit vector form, 
sat(s/�)(�=0.3)[18]. 
 

 
(a) Phase planes of x1 and 

1x&  

 
 (b) Phase planes of x2 and 

2x&  

Fig. 12. Comparison of continuous approximation methods           
   and proposed GA-fuzzy reaching law method 

 
Fig. (a) and Fig. (b) display phase of link1 and link 2 which 

reach on preproposed switching plane. We know that 
chattering can take away by each � and � of methods 
continuous approximation method, but  reaching time to 
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switching plane by these values becomes large and accuracy 
decreases. 

  And confirmed GA-fuzzy reaching law method can get 
more good result because of change arrival coefficient. 
 
 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, GA-fuzzy reaching law method to variable 
control for nonlinear system. Fuzzy reaching law method 
using genetic algorithm can reduce arrival time and chattering 
at reaching mode that absorb early states of system to 
switching plane and at sliding mode that states of system keep 
sliding exercise at switching plane neighborhood. Because 
existent reaching law method has fixed reaching coefficient, 
this has shortcoming that have fixed reaching time and 
chattering in sliding mode. But proposed GA-fuzzy reaching 
law method can improve reaching time and chattering, which 
designed fuzzy inference that is consisted of membership 
function of most suitable by genetic algorithm. And verify the 
proposed GA-fuzzy reaching law method, we run computer 
simulation about 2 links robot manipulator. And compare to 
the exiting saturation function[17], continuous approximation 
method using boundary layers and continuous approximation 
method using improved unit vector form[18]. 
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